Dear friends and colleagues,
Half a year has passed since our previous outreach, so
we would like share with you some results of our work.
During the last six months, we participated as
stakeholders in negotiations with fishing companies
helping them improve their fisheries and receive the
certificate of sustainability. Speaking numbers, four
Sergey Rafanov,
the Director of the fisheries of three Pollock fishing companies were
Kamchatka Bering Sea certified against the MSC standards recently, and one
crab fishery is in the process of certification.
Ecoregional Office
We prepared scientific documentation necessary to
establish protection over lake Nachikinskoye. WWFRussia’s experts finished a survey of the lake and
streams that empty into it, defined the borders of the
future nature protected area. We expect to receive
feedback from the local administration as early as
February 2022.
We continue our work with fishermen, scientists, tour
guides, and administrations of nature protected areas
to preserve Kamchatka healthy environment. You will
find more information on these and other topics in the
newsletter.
Thank you for staying with us! We appreciate your
support.
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BAN HALIBUT

WWF-Russia sent a letter to the head
of the Russian Federal Fishery
Agency. In the letter, experts
announced their concerns about a
fourfold decline of the Pacific halibut
population which has been witnessed
in recent years in the northern part of
the Sea of Okhotsk and near the
Kamchatka peninsula. WWF-Russia
experts are certain that a temporary
ban on bottom longline fishing
alongside a revision of stock
assessment methods will prevent a
disaster, preserve the habitats, and
ensure halibut population growth.
"The Pacific halibut stock assessment is based on everyday reports
provided by fishing vessels. There is a serious lack of field reports and
information provided by scientific observers. The allowable catch is
overestimated because of that. Contributing factors are also not taken
into account. For example, we do not know anything about the young
fish bycatch, the impact of fishing gear on benthic communities, and
how predators impact the stocks. Greenland halibut population
follows the same trends, which is also concerning. We are certain that
drastic measures must be implemented today," said Sergey Rafanov,
the head of the Sustainable Marine Fishery Program of WWF-Russia.
The suggested measures include:
•
a temporary ban on bottom longline fishing for halibut
offshore of the Kamchatka peninsula and in the northern part of the
Sea of Okhotsk
•
a ban on young halibut (the minimal size of fish must be
determined) bycatch for any fishing gear
•
an increase in quantity and quality of specialized scientific
research
•
a revision of the existing stock assessment methods.

© Anna Lim

FISHING

For more info,
please, visit:
https://wwf.ru/e
n/resources/new
s/Regulirovanie/
wwf-rossii-predl
agaet-vvesti-vre
mennyy-zapret-n
a-promysel-paltu
sa-u-beregov-ka
mchatki/
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STONE CHARR

Stone charr is a subspecies of
Northern Dolly Varden trout which
inhabits only the Kamchatka River. In
2021, WWF-Russia and the
Kronotsky State Nature Reserve
launched a project to assess the state
of key habitats of stone charr and
develop recommendations on how to
protect this endemic species.
The level of knowledge about stone
charr is extremely low because these
fish are rarely encountered. It was
important to find new spawning
grounds to study their biology and
plan conservation projects.
Stone charr spawns in the streams surrounded by old-age spruce
forests. Here, the riverbed is covered with a thick layer of spruce
needles which contain resin acids and essential oils. At high level of
concentration these substances become poisonous for Northern Dolly
Varden but not for the stone charr’s fries.
Stone charr’s thyroid produces hormones which regulate fish early
development. Due to the high level of these enzymes, stone charr
acquire recognizable body coloration and specific characteristics
helping them survive in otherwise deadly environment.
For the last 40 years, the number of stone charr has been steadily
declining. Today, these species are at the brink of extinction which is
probably caused by cutting of old-age spruce forests along river
banks. Without spruce trees, the conditions in the streams are
changing leaving no place for the stone charr to spawn. The last large
spawning grounds remain only in the tributaries of the Schapina
River within the boundaries of the Kronotsky Reserve where there
was no logging.
During the research, supported by WWF-Russia, scientists of the
Kronotsky Nature Reserve found new spawning grounds of stone
charr. Now, they seek to add these fish to the Russian federal list of
endangered species.

© Eugene Yesin

BE ADDED TO THE RED BOOK

For more info,
please, visit:
https://wwf.ru/e
n/resources/new
s/kamchatka/uc
hyenye-dobivayu
tsya-vneseniya-k
amennogo-goltsa
-v-krasnuyu-kni
gu-rossii/
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MODERN TECHNOLOGIES

The western Pacific harbor seal, or
insular seal (Phoca vitulina
stejnegeri), is on the Red Data Book
of endangered species of Russia.
Many insular seals inhabit the
Commander Islands where the
scientists of the Nature Reserve study
their behavior, migration routes, and
monitor their number and
distribution.
WWF-Russia granted enough
financial support to buy six satellite
tags. The scientists from the
Commander Islands Nature Reserve
installed the tags on insular seals to
study the direction, distance, and speed of their migrations.
It turned out that insular seals of the Commander Islands prefer to
stay close to their homes traveling no further than 20 kilometers
away. Scientists assume that such behavior is due to favorable
conditions of the waters surrounding the islands: there is a lot of
food, many haulouts, and the marine mammals are not disturbed by
any large-scale commercial fishing activities.
During the research work supported by WWF-Russia, the scientists
measured the weight and body length of insular seals, took tissue
samples for genetic analysis, and samples of fur and whiskers for
heavy metal analysis. The researchers also investigated insular seals'
stomach contents to define their food preferences.

© Commander Island Reserve Press Office

HELP SCIENTISTS

For more info,
please, visit:
https://wwf.ru/e
n/resources/new
s/kamchatka/sov
remennye-tekhno
logii-pomogli-uc
henym-poluchitnovye-dannye-ozhizni-anturov/
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SUSTAINABLE

WWF-Russia and Kronotsky State
Reserve, with support from Kinder®,
installed information stands that
provide tourists recommendation on
sustainable marine mammal
watching. The stands can be found
near the piers where tourist boats are
moored in
Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky.
The stands are located in three
marinas where boat tours usually
start. The infographics explain how to
approach, observe, and avoid any
interaction with wild orcas, whales,
sea lions, and sea otters. The stands
were installed as part of the joint project of WWF-Russia and
Kinder® aimed at the conservation of the marine mammals of the
North Pacific.
Tourists express increasing interest in the life and habits of wild
animals which can cause a negative impact on marine mammals.
Noise pollution from motorboats and drones as well as chasing the
wild animals can frighten marine mammals forcing them to avoid
humans, keep their distance from tourists, and spend less time at the
surface. Due to such disturbance, if conducted on regular basis,
animals rest and feed less, which can even lead to a decrease in a
population. Awareness of a simple code of conduct can let tourists
observe marine mammals in close proximity and minimize recreation
disturbance to wildlife.
A booklet with the same useful information is also downloadable
from WWF-Russia's website or Kronotsky State Reserve website. One
and a half thousand printed copies of the booklet will be
disseminated in the next tourist seasons.
The joint project of WWF-Russia and Kinder® is aimed generally at
marine mammal conservation. Sea otters and Steller sea lions in
particular.

© Eugenia Volkova

WILD WATCHING

For more info,
please, visit:
https://wwf.ru/e
n/resources/new
s/bioraznoobrazi
e/wwf-rossii-ras
skazal-turistamkak-nablyudat-z
a-morskimi-mlek
opitayushchimi/
https://wwf.ru/e
n/resources/new
s/kamchatka/se
minar-dlya-gido
v-i-kapitanov-tur
isticheskikh-sudo
v-proshel-na-ka
mchatke/
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VOLCANOES OF KAMCHATKA

WWF-Russia spent about five million
rubles to finance the snow sheep
monitoring program as well as to
support ranger's activity and
environmental education work in the
Nature Park "Volcanoes of
Kamchatka".
In May, a ranger service was
organized and provided with the
equipment necessary to protect the
nature park from poaching. A
motorboat, an ATV, and an
all-wheel-drive truck will now help
rangers to resist illegal activity within
the boundaries of the nature park. As
a result of the work, the rangers detected more than 80 law violations
on salmon rivers and seized a vehicle, a motorboat, and fishing gear
in 2021.
A part of the grant money was spent to buy a drone with a hi-def
camera for snow sheep population monitoring. Aside from the
research program, the equipment proved to be useful in August when
a crater wall collapsed at Mutnovsky Volcano which caused a
mudflow that blocked a path to the geyser field – a popular tourist
sight. The staff members of the nature park analyzed the situation
using the drone and temporarily banned any tourist visits.

© Volcanoes of Kamchatka Press Office

ARE PROTECTED

For more info,
please, visit:
https://wwf.ru/e
n/resources/new
s/kamchatka/nakamchatke-posch
itayut-snezhnykh
-baranov/
https://wwf.ru/e
n/resources/new
s/kamchatka/bla
godarya-podderz
hke-wwf-rossii-v
ulkany-kamchatk
i-poluchili-novuy
u-tekhniku/
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ECOTRAIL

During the Earth Hour - 2020
fundraising campaign, WWF-Russia
raised enough money to build
sustainable trails with staircases,
junctions, and observation decks on
Bering Island. More than three
million rubles were spent to build a
sustainable trail around the
Northwest rookery on Bering Island.
In September 2021, ten workers
(three of which were construction
professionals) decked over 78 meters
of ecotrail and 40 meters of staircases
with railings through undulating
grounds, thus connecting new and
existing facilities. They also built four observation decks, resting
benches, and additional information boards.
The ecotrail on Bering Island is the main tourist and educational site
of the Commander Islands. The trail is located 20 kilometers away
from the village of Nikolskoe. Any visitor to the Commander Island
Reserve has a chance to observe the life of thousands of marine
mammals in their natural environment and enjoy the wild beauty of
the north.
The head of the Reserve also shared plans to continue construction
works next year. There is a chance that a new observation deck on the
hill and a path leading downwards, closer to the rookery will appear
in future.

© Commander Islands Reserve Press Office

ON BERING ISLAND

For more info,
please, visit:
https://wwf.ru/e
n/resources/new
s/kamchatka/nakomandorakh-ra
sshirili-ekologich
eskuyu-tropu/
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ENVIRONMENTAL

WWF-Russia helped in organizing
environmental education activities for
school children in one of the remote
villages of Kamchatka. Despite
summer break, schoolkids from the
village of Apache (Ust-Bolsheretsk
district, Kamchatka krai) returned to
school for a day in August.
Thirty-four children, who attended a
school summer camp, participated in
quests and quizzes on nature
conservation topics. They learned
more about the regional environment
and the importance of a respectful
attitude towards it, they also watched
cartoons and documentaries about Kamchatka nature.
"A year ago, we planned to organize the same environmental
education activities in a number of remote settlements of the
peninsula. However, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we failed to
achieve our goal. We hope that it will be possible for us to visit even
the most distant villages – Palana, Tigil, Voyampolka," said Elena
Krasilnikova, the direct organizer of the festival.

© Elena Krasilnikova

EDUCATION

For more info,
please, visit:
https://wwf.ru/e
n/resources/new
s/kamchatka/w
wf-rossii-pomog
aet-v-organizatsi
i-ekologo-prosvet
itelskogo-festival
ya-na-kamchatk
e/
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BOOK FOR

WWF-Russia and the Commander
Islands Nature Reserve published a
book for kids. In an easily
understandable and friendly way,
"Sea otter's childhood" describes the
lifestyle and behavioral habits of sea
otters – natives of Bering Island
The author of "Sea otter's childhood"
is Yevgeny Mamayev who is the
Deputy Director of the Commander
Islands Nature Reserve. The colorful
illustrations were painted by
Nadezhda Alexandrova – an artist
who also works as a specialist of the
Environmental Education
Department of the Commander Islands Nature Reserve. Previously,
Yevgeny and Nadezhda published another book for children – "The
Adventures of Toshka, the little sea lion". That book received positive
feedback from kids and their parents.
Books about nature develop a child's interest in the environment:
animals, plants, and natural phenomena. The books stimulate a
child's keen interest in perceiving the surrounding world. If parents
emphasize the value of nature, a child will also pay attention to
nature's priceless beauty which can be studied, learned, and
perceived. Reading books about nature will preserve this interest,
and no matter what kind of profession a person chooses in the future,
the puzzles of nature will remain attractive and exciting to them for
life.
A portion of this printing will be sent to kindergartens and libraries
of Kamchatka. Some copies will be handed out as presents at events
organized by the Commander Islands Nature Reserve. It is also
expected that "Sea otter's childhood" will be the first of an
environmental book series for young readers.

© WWF-Russia / Yuri Kislyak

YOUNG NATURALISTS

For more info,
please, visit:
https://wwf.ru/e
n/resources/new
s/kamchatka/w
wf-rossii-i-zapov
ednik-komandor
skiy-vypustili-kni
gu-dlya-detey/
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© Anastasia Kuznetsova

There are still some places on Earth where nature
exists in its pristine beauty and where people can only
be observers of the wilderness unable neither to tame it
nor subdue. Kamchatka is one of those places.
Despite all challenges adverse trends, we at WWFRussia continue our work in Kamchatka as well as in
other regions of the country putting efforts in
conservation of rare species to build future where
people live in harmony with nature.
We need your support now, probably, more than ever.
Please, get involved!

Special thanks to our partners: the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation, Ocean 5, the Thompson Family
Foundation, WWF-Netherlands, and WWF-US. We work together to leverage collaboration between the
Russian government, private sector, and local communities for conserving wild marine ecosystems of the
Russian Far East, and introduce sustainability principles into socio-economic development of the region.

A WWF-Russia production
Designed and edited by Yuri Kislyak
With sincere thanks to Stephanie Lee,
WWF-US Arctic Field Program
January, 2022
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Scientists installed

six satellite tags
on insular seals

1500 copies of booklet
about sustainable wild watching will be handed
to tourists

three information
stands
were installed in marinas
of Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky

Rangers detected

80 law violations
in the nature parks of Kamchatka

a book for young nature lovers, were published
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850 copies of “Sea otter’s childhood”,
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